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Toupret bolsters its Problem Surfaces collection with two anti-damp fillers 

 

 

Toupret, the professional’s choice for quality fillers, has today improved its 

Problem Surfaces collection with two versatile anti-damp products that can be 

applied on both interior and exterior walls. 

 

These two products further strengthen the choice of any professional for 

treating problem surfaces. Both are highly technical fillers that have the 

Toupret stamp of approval from painters, decorators, builders, and construction 

workers up and down the country. 

 

The class-leading Anti-Damp Render is a filler coating perfect for covering 

damp, porous and untreated masonry. The filler has been designed to prevent the 

deterioration of decorative coatings applied over it. It is moisture vapour 

permeable, so it provides a breathable skimcoat barrier. When used on exterior 

surfaces it acts as a damp-proof filler, blocking water from penetrating the 

substrate surface. When applied to interior walls it acts as a water barrier 

while still allowing water vapour to pass, letting substrates breathe. This 

makes it ideal for basements and garages where damp might be a problem. Anti-

Damp Render is available in powder form in a 6kg bag. It can be applied as a 

skim-coat, with a trowel or a brush. Plus, it has a 1cm depth limit and a 

working time of three to four hours, and is ready to paint 24 to 48 hours after 

application. 

 

https://www.toupret.co.uk/business-customers/products/problem-surfaces.html
https://www.toupret.co.uk/business-customers/products/problem-surfaces/anti-damp-render-TTHUMIB06GB.html
https://www.toupret.co.uk/business-customers/products/problem-surfaces/anti-damp-render-TTHUMIB06GB.html
https://www.toupret.co.uk/business-customers/products/problem-surfaces/anti-damp-render-TTHUMIB06GB.html


 
Also part of the anti-damp family is the Anti-Damp Treatment. Available in a 

1kg tin, this solution acts as a moisture barrier that seals the substrate 

and blocks localised liquid in the wall. It comes as a loose ready-mixed 

filler and can be applied with either a brush or roller. Covering micro-

cracks whilst targeting the damp, this Problem Surfaces product is also ready 

to paint in 24 hours and is versatile enough to be applied to both exterior 

and interior walls. 

 
The anti-damp product update is part of a major rebrand and product 

reorganisation for Toupret. The Problem Surfaces collection is now signified 

with a green colourway offering a striking shelf point of difference. 

https://www.toupret.co.uk/business-customers/products/problem-surfaces/anti-damp-treatment-TTHS01GB.html


 

With the goal of making a great quality filling job simpler and quicker for 

professionals, Toupret also wanted to make it much easier for tradespeople to 

choose the best product for any given task. As such, many of the products have 

been renamed to make their application as clear as possible. However, Toupret 

knows it has a loyal customer base and so the old product names remain discreetly 

on the packaging to ensure familiarity for all whilst introducing new simplified 

product descriptions – for example ‘Anti-Damp Render’ will appear alongside the 

historical ‘Humi-Block’ product name. 

 

Both Problem Surfaces anti-damp products are available to purchase from trade 

distributors nationwide. 

 

- Ends- 

 

About Toupret 

 

Toupret is the professional brand of choice for quality surface preparation. 

Fillers are Toupret’s sole focus, it is all the company produces so the team 

knows how to expertly produce the very best. It is dedicated to designing 

expert and innovative fillers to help painters and decorators, building and 

construction professionals and DIYers to protect and enhance walls with long-

lasting results. 

 

Every day for the last 80 years, Toupret has worked with wall experts to 

design the best fillers and to optimise application techniques. Toupret 

strives to simplify the daily lives of professionals and enable them to 

showcase their skills with the very best equipment. The company is on a 

mission to achieve perfect workmanship and long-lasting results. 

 

For more information, visit the Toupret UK website, connect with @ToupretUK 

via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube, or Toupret international 

group’s LinkedIn channel. 

 

Contact 

  

For press enquiries and specification sheets please contact the Toupret team 

at Little Red: 

 

toupret@littleredpr.co.uk  

 

 

http://www.toupret.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/toupretuk/
https://twitter.com/toupretuk
https://www.instagram.com/toupretuk/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_njSQ5gDbb9tMhKHZUGPEQ
https://fr.linkedin.com/company/toupret-sa
mailto:toupret@littleredpr.co.uk

